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Land of the Free and Home of the Brave

Dear Friends,
The phrase “Land of the Free and Home of the Brave” comes from 
a poem by Francis Scott Key, written following the bombardment of 
Fort Henry in 1814.  This eventually, of course, became the national 
anthem of the United States.  Those nine words have immense power 
around the globe. 
Why does the United States, the largest economy on the planet, still 
attract immigrants from all over the world looking for a better life?  
These nine words of course are a key part of the reason. Immigrants 
seek freedom from dictatorial governments, freedom from poverty, and 
overbearing governments that do not recognize individual freedoms of 
expression. They also seek a country that will allow individuals to grow and prosper. It always 
amazes me that China and Russia's leaders do not realize that the greatest power their countries 
have is the creativity, innovation, and resourcefulness of their people.  Yes, the people are 
the answer.  The founders of our country recognized that the strength of our people and their 
ability to grow will help our nation prosper. Giving them the freedom they so desperately 
seek is critical to our success. We have been attracting the risk-takers of the world for 246 
years!  In the 1700s it was those bold and brave British and Europeans who jumped into little 
60-foot wooden vessels to try a new life in a new land of opportunity. After them, it was the 
Europeans, the Spanish, the Italians, and the French.  Thereafter, it was the bold Asians and 
those from Brazil and South America, and many more.  They all were risk-takers, and they 
all wanted a new life with a different set of rules – rules that empowered the individual.  This 
is what the U.S.A. has been offering for 246 years.  We have risk-takers from all over the 
world. That is precisely why the United States continues to be one of the fastest-growing, 
most prosperous, and innovative countries on the planet. 
These words also have an immense positive meaning to the entrepreneurs in our world. 
When deciding where to set up their companies, many people look at our legal system, our 
capital markets, and our many sources of capital to help fund companies.  The United States 
is an easy choice for both small and large business leaders.  The freedom that empowers 
individuals also empowers entrepreneurs. Fortunately, we have entrepreneurs from all over 
the planet pitching their ideas in our country. This ensures a growth rate that is the envy of 
most large economies. 
Markets this year have been difficult and challenging for all investors.  However, we do have 
confidence that our country will adapt, innovate, and create a strong future as we have over the 
past 246 years.  We have many challenges; however, we have the strongest, hardest-working 
workforce and some of the best entrepreneurs in the world working to improve things for 
us all.  I have confidence that as long as we continue to protect our freedoms and attract the 
brave, we have a bright future ahead. Thanks for your continued confidence. We are very 
appreciative of the opportunity to watch over and help you manage your family’s wealth.
Sincerely,

July 2022
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Current Markets Q&A with Cabot's Investment Team

Craig Goryl, CFA®

Chief Investment 
Officer and Senior 
Portfolio Manager
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Return DESCRIPTION (What does this Index represent?)

US EQUITIES

Dow Jones Industrial Average -10.8% -14.4% -9.1% 7.2% 10.0% US Large Cap Stocks (30 select large US corporations)

S&P 500 Index -16.1% -20.0% -10.6% 10.6% 11.3% US Large Cap Stocks (Largest 500)

Russell 1000 Index -16.7% -21.0% -13.1% 10.2% 11.0% US Large Cap Stocks (Largest 1000)

Russell 2000 Index -17.2% -23.4% -25.2% 4.2% 5.1% US Small Cap Stocks (2000 small public companies)

GLOBAL EQUITIES

MSCI All Country World Index -15.7% -20.2% -15.8% 6.2% 7.0% Combination of major global markets: United States, Foreign 
Developed, and Emerging Markets

MSCI EAFE 
(Europe, Australia, Far East) -14.5% -19.6% -17.8% 1.1% 2.2% Large and mid-sized companies in mature foreign markets like Japan, 

Europe, Australia, etc.

MSCI Emerging Markets -11.4% -17.6% -25.3% 0.6% 2.2% Large and mid-sized companies in developing economies like China, 
India, Brazil, Russia, South Africa, etc.

MSCI Frontier Markets -13.8% -20.6% -17.3% 0.6% 1.6% Large and mid-sized companies in the world's least advanced 
economies like Kuwait, Argentina, Kenya, etc.

FIXED INCOME

Bloomberg Barclay's US 
Intermediate Bonds -2.9% -7.5% -7.9% -0.6% 0.9% US Bond Market: government, corporate, and mortgage bonds

Bloomberg Barclay’s 
US Aggregate Bonds -4.7% -10.3% -10.3% -0.9% 0.9% US Bond Market: government, corporate, and mortgage bonds

Bloomberg Barclay’s
US High Yield -9.8% -14.2% -12.8% 0.2% 2.1% Higher risk, higher yield "junk" bonds

“ALTERNATIVE” ASSETS

GOLD, Dollars/Oz. -6.7% -1.2% 2.1% 8.6% 7.8% Gold bullion

NYSE Arca Gold Miners Index -28.1% -13.7% -16.9% 4.2% 6.2% Companies that mine precious metals

Crude Oil, Dollars/Barrel 5.5% 40.6% 43.9% 21.8% 18.1% The price of a barrel of oil

Bloomberg Commodity Index -5.9% 18.0% 23.8% 13.7% 7.2% Commodities like Gold, copper, natural gas, corn, etc.

Dow Jones REIT Index -14.8% -19.3% -6.0% 5.4% 6.8% An index of Real Estate Investment Trusts

Alerian MLP Infrastructure 
Index -8.0% 9.6% 3.6% -1.6% -1.5% MLPs: Energy infrastructure assets such as pipelines

ASSET CLASS UPDATE
(2nd Quarter = 3/31/22 to 6/30/22; YTD = 12/31/21 to 6/30/22; 1 Year Return = 6/30/21 to 6/30/22)

Alex Castrichini 
Wealth Advisor

Wealth Advisor Alex Castrichini recently sat down with Craig Goryl and Pat Creahan of  Cabot’s 
Investment Team to ask pressing client questions as we navigate a turbulent year in the markets.

A Conversation on Equities with Craig Goryl, CIO and Senior Portfolio Manager

Alex: The markets certainly started off rocky in 2022 and have continued to 
be volatile in the second quarter. Can you briefly describe some of the major 
factors driving the recent equity volatility?

Craig: In a recent memo to the team, I cited the “evil triumvirate” of high inflation, 
rising interest rates, and war. None of these are easy to solve. The textbook cause of 
inflation is an overheated economy: too much money chasing too few goods. So, 
the Fed’s solution is to pull back on the money supply by raising interest rates. That 
treats the “too much money” side of things. However, the real root of the problem is 
the “too few goods” part, caused by lingering supply chain issues (i.e., pandemic-related 
manufacturing and shipping shortages) and sanctions on Russia. All those problems are well beyond 
the reach of the Fed. That means the Fed may be forced to overuse its one blunt instrument - restricting 
money supply - which would cause a recession. So, stocks have fallen in response to rising probability 
of that recession. 

                        
(Continued)
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Alex: In your view, do you think we are close to peak inflation? How would you rate the Federal Reserve’s performance in 
combating rising prices? 
Craig: With prices of typical consumer goods running about 8% higher than a year ago, I like to think we’re going through the 
worst of inflation now. But it is notoriously hard to predict. Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell is doing all he can; however, he 
recently said: “We understand better how little we understand about inflation.” And he’s an expert! Rather than trying to forecast 
inflation, I try to invest in companies that have pricing power, allowing them to pass higher input costs along to customers. For 
example, FedEx (FDX) has been raising shipping prices and adding fuel surcharges to cover rising costs. Another example is Visa 
(V). They take a percent of card transactions. As the price of goods rises, so does Visa’s revenue.
Alex: Do you think that a recession is imminent and if so, have equity prices reflected this risk? How would you rate the 
current valuation of the stock market? 
Craig: A famous economist once quipped that the stock market has predicted 9 out of the last 5 recessions. People have already 
forgotten the false alarms of 2016 and 2018, when the S&P 500 fell 15% and 20% respectively. But that does not give the market 
enough credit. What the market does - very well, I would say - is instantly reflect the changing probability of recession, and the 
severity of that potential recession. I don’t know of anyone who regularly “beats” the market at this extremely complex game 
of probabilities, though many try. Don’t! Please! It is easier and more profitable to commit to owning stocks for the long term 
and then ride out the bumps. Have I dodged your question long enough, Alex? Right now, I would say stocks have priced in an 
almost-recession or an extremely mild one. I think I agree with the market; that seems like the most probable outcome. But certainly 
not the only possible one. Unpredictable things happen all the time. The probabilities may change tomorrow, and the market will 
too. That is why I try to own companies that I can hold no matter what the economy brings.
Alex: Can you highlight the performance of various sectors of the market so far this year? What has held up the best and 
what have been the most challenged areas? Also, can you discuss what has happened to the Crypto Markets during this 
challenging period? 
Craig: I think the most important distinction this year has been investing style: Value stocks (cheap and slow-growing, typically) 
have fallen much less than Growth stocks (expensive and fast-growing). To put numbers on it: the Russell 3000 Value Index was 
down about 13% through June and the Russell 3000 Growth Index was down about 28% over the same period. Partly that is a 
result of higher inflation, interest rates, and uncertainty. Value stocks offer $1 today, Growth stocks offer $2 in the future. Investors 
have preferred that $1 “bird in the hand” this year, for the first time in a while. As far as sectors go, the only one with a positive 
return in 2022 is Energy (+32%), thanks to the spike in oil and gas prices. Otherwise, safe havens like healthcare stocks (-8%) and 
consumer staples (-6%) have held up best. The biggest losers have been economically sensitive sectors like technology (-26%) and 
consumer discretionary goods (-30%). Crypto…..what a mess. Here’s a good recipe for bubbles: Combine exciting new technology, 
paper profits, excessive borrowing, and zero regulation. Money flooded the space, along with fraudsters. The unwinding of that 
is painful for those involved, but I don’t think it poses a systemic threat, the way the 2006 housing bubble or the 1999 tech bubble 
did. Eventually, some winning technologies will emerge from the ashes of this collapse. But I don’t think the fire is even out yet.
Alex: Can you describe how you have positioned your portfolio currently and give your thoughts on domestic vs. international 
markets? 
Craig: In the portfolios I manage, I’ve held about 5% cash which is a little higher than usual. I usually try to balance growth and 
value styles, but I’ve bought more value stocks in recent years, especially financials. So, excess cash and a value tilt have helped 
performance. Wish I could stop there. The bad news is I don’t own any energy stocks. I simply don’t like commodity businesses 
and it certainly has hurt to be absent from that part of the market this year. On international investments: The problems I mentioned 
above- inflation, rising interest rates, and war – are not unique to our country. Foreign-Developed Markets (Europe, Japan, Canada, 
etc.) and Emerging Markets (China, Brazil, South Africa, etc.) face the same problems and are down a similar amount to the U.S., 
so international markets remain attractive. About 25% of my portfolio is outside our borders.
Alex: While it is never pleasant to experience equity declines, in your view do they present any opportunities? Are you 
considering any changes or additions to your current holdings? 
Craig: There are plenty of opportunities and pitfalls out there. The most difficult part of research today is figuring out what “normal” 
looks like for companies affected by the pandemic. Some saw extreme growth but only temporarily (think of Winnebago). Others 
saw extreme decline, but only temporarily (think of airlines). For lots of companies in retail, shipping, home goods, entertainment, 
communications, and more, the answers are more complex- how much behavior change is permanent? Will pandemic subscribers 
stay? How much is company X “over-earning” or “under-earning” today? We’re spending a lot of time on these questions for 
our portfolio companies as well as potential buys. We’ve got a fantastic investment team at Cabot, and we’ve stayed very busy 
screening, researching, and discussing new ideas. As a result, we have a strong slate of buy candidates in our “on-deck circle.” 
Some of them I expect to add soon. Stay tuned!
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A Conversation on Fixed Income with Pat Creahan, Fixed Income Portfolio Manager

Current Markets Q&A Continued...

Alex: As we previously discussed with Craig, there have obviously been high levels of volatility in the 
stock market this year, but it has also been one of the most volatile years on record for fixed income. 
Can you give us a brief overview of what has happened and how we got there?
Pat: The heightened volatility in fixed income today illustrates the uncertainty among investor opinions. 
Meaning, that consensus among investors about where interest rates should be, both now and in the future, 
is all over the place. Just a year ago, the expectation was the first post-covid rate hike would occur in 2023. 
Today, after 1.5% of rate hikes already in 2022, the market is pricing in a rate cut in 2023, which stems from 
growing recession concerns. After a 40-year bull market in bonds, investors are struggling with a lack of 
historical precedent and battling a federal reserve transitioning from the biggest buyer of bonds in the market 
to a Fed forced to shrink its balance to combat inflation. In response to the Covid pandemic, monetary and 
fiscal policies were extreme solutions to an extreme problem. The benefits of those policies were immediate, 
but the long-lasting impact may take years to work itself out.
Alex: The Federal Reserve has spoken a lot about fighting inflation this year, but prices remain 
high. What tools does the Federal Reserve have to combat inflation and how you would rate their 
performance?
Pat: The Fed has one effective tool to thwart inflation: to raise short-term interest rates. First, they discuss 

raising interest rates and hope that markets will anticipate their actions and help lower inflation expectations. 
Then, finally, they raise interest rates which bluntly reduces the amount of money and credit available for 

people and companies to spend. I would rate the Bank’s initial response to Covid very highly, but it has 
become apparent that the Fed held its accommodative monetary policy for far too long. In my opinion, a 
successful Fed will navigate future policy away from the extreme (both accommodative and restrictive) 
to a Fed that only requires minor adjustments.  

Alex: Knowing that predicting rates can be a very challenging proposition, where do you think 
rates will go from here?  

Pat: Given the current level of inflation and the level of debt in the economy, I believe there is more risk to 
the upside. However, we do not position our portfolios to guess which way interest rates will move. Instead, 
we balanced the risks and rewards. Portfolios are positioned defensively with enough shorter-dated bonds 
to protect the downside in such a scenario. Our risk management enables the portfolios to take advantage 
of attractive yields as they arise, but never claim to know how and when interest rates will move over the 
short term.
Alex: How have you positioned Cabot’s fixed income strategy, and do you anticipate any changes in 
strategy going forward?
Pat: Our portfolios are well diversified across asset classes, credit quality, and maturity years. We currently 
hold a slight overweight to high-quality corporate credits and have a duration slightly short of the intermediate 
benchmark. I would anticipate volatility in the bond markets to continue throughout the year. As a result, 
we will not shy away from selling some more liquid plain-vanilla positions to rotate into more attractive 
investments as they present themselves.
Alex: Lastly, in your view, do rising interest rates mean we are headed to a recession?
Pat: All else equal, higher rates mean less spending for growth and less demand for goods and services. That 
balancing act between inflation and growth has often led to recessions in the past. A proverbial “soft landing” 
(bring inflation down without causing a recession) may be supported by a very low unemployment rate and 
room for the workforce to expand. Many of those who left the workforce during Covid have yet to return. 
However, a soft landing is not possible without a vibrant and innovative economy, constant productivity 
gains, and reasonable geopolitics.
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Better Furniture/Better Company - LoveSac
Here at Cabot Wealth Management, we look for the leaders of tomorrow who will create innovations 
that will add value for shareholders and society. Poorly-serviced end-markets create great opportunities 
for disruption by companies that truly understand the pain points of consumers. LoveSac (LOVE) truly 
embodies that concept, and we feel its superior product design adds value to customers and shareholders. 

As of today, the furniture market they are competing in represents an opportunity of ~$17B. The incumbent 
competition is traditional furniture companies that have lower growth, large physical footprints, significant 
headcount overhead, a wide array of products, and stale inventory sold through cheaper channels as stores 
refresh their lineups. In addition, sectionals tend to be bulky, which means they are not easily shipped, 
which often leads customers to sell them when they move at a fraction of the purchase price. What you 
are left with are companies with poor profitability and poorly serviced consumers.

LoveSac is an "anti-furniture" furniture company that has developed a patented approach to solving all 
these issues by creating the only true modular couch that can adapt to fit your changing furniture needs. 
Since their furniture is all made with a short list of SKUs, it means that they don’t have all the disadvantages 
of a traditional furniture company with large amounts of inventory that will go stale. Since everything 
is standardized, your couch will always be compatible with new pieces, allowing you to expand your 
furniture over time. In addition, all the pieces are shipped directly to the consumer using FedEx which 
means there is no large freight shipping cost. Inventory management is simpler and centralized, therefore 
making it easier for consumers to keep their couches as they move to new locations.

After speaking with the management team, including the founder and CEO Shawn Nelson, it would seem 
the future for this company is very bright. Today, their total revenue is around $500M with ambitions to 
be in the billions of dollars of revenue. In addition, they have a much leaner ratio of revenue to headcount, 
their sales (per sq. ft) are one of the best in retail (trailing Tiffany’s and Apple), and there is plenty of room 
to improve product costs in the long term as they gain scale and can localize production. By innovating 
and creating a whole new way to think about furniture, Shawn has managed to create a company that 
adds more value to consumers while improving the economics of the business at the same time. That is 
no easy feat.

Disclosure:
“At the time this article was published, Cabot owned the position referenced in this article in our 
aggressive equity strategy. Cabot makes no guarantees as to how long we will own this position for 
clients, and we could sell it at any time.  The information contained here is not a recommendation to buy 
or sell this specific security. It is simply a description of a position owned for some of our clients within 
a diversified equity portfolio. Please contact your Cabot Wealth Advisor if you have any questions about 
whether this or any other Cabot strategy is suitable for your goals, and risk tolerance.”
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Our Commitment to Education
Cabot's commitment to education plays a key role in our ability to provide you with the highest level 
of service and support. Cabot's professional staff regularly attend webinars, workshops, conferences, 
and online courses in their specific fields of expertise. Cabot is staffed with four Chartered Financial 
Analysts (CFA®), two Certified Financial Planners (CFP®), a Certified Public Accountant (CPA®), a 
Certified Retirement Plan Specialist (CRPS®), a Chartered Financial Consultant (ChFC®), a Chartered 
Alternative Investment Advisor (CAIA®), and an Enrolled Agent (EA - tax advisor). Our staff maintains 
their licenses and titles with continuing professional education hours. Below is a partial list of some of 
the most recent activities our staff is participating in to further their education.

   Employee Education/Event/Volunteer Work Location

   Craig Goryl, CFA® 
   CIO, Senior Portfolio Manager 

CFAI Institute Alpha Summit (Full day webinar series) 
CFAI Presents: US Wealth Management, Challenges and Disruptions 
Bloomberg Boston Solutions Seminar

Online Event 
Online Webinar 
Boston, MA

   Craig Goryl, CIO, Sr Portfolio Manager 
   Rob Lutts, Founder and President 
   Taylor Haselgard, Asst. Portfolio Manager

JP Morgan Tech Media Communications Conference Boston, MA

   Tyler Swaim, ChFC® 
   Wealth Advisor

Career Mentor this summer at LEAP for Education Salem, MA

   Patrick Creahan, CFA®, CAIA® 
   Portfolio Manager

Attending online classes at Harvard for programming in Python Harvard Online

   Taylor Haselgard 
   Assistant Portfolio Manager

Currently a level 3 CFA® (Chartered Financial Analyst) candidate CFA Institute

   Steven Ross, MSA 
   Tax Advisor

Currently studying for his CPA® (Certified Public Accountant) Online

   Craig Cooper 
   Trading & Operations Associate

Currently studying for his Master’s in Finance at William & Mary W&M Online

   Cathy Kirby 
   Marketing & Operations Associate

Attended an online class on Google Analytics Reporting Simpliv Learning 
Online

}



Sonia Ernst
Manager of 

Trading & 
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Lastly, please know that those who have been scammed in the past are at an increased likelihood 
to be scammed again in the future.  This means you need to be even more diligent in recognizing 
scams.

The Best Time to Spot a Scam is Before it Happens
Why do we include security articles in our 
financial quarterly newsletter?  It is a simple 
answer.  The security of your identity and 
assets is a priority to our firm.  At Cabot, 
we tackle security from a host of vantage 
points.  Network security is certainly one 
aspect that we heavily focus on.  Equally 
important is training our employees and 
clients to recognize and spot common 
security threats. I participate in a wide 
range of webinars on a routine basis to 
identify and share with our team what the 
“hot” scams are.  What are the common threats prevalent in our industry so we know what to avoid?  
I’d like to share some of these with you so you can be alert and recognize these when you see them.

Please know that the IRS only communicates by written letter and gives you the 
opportunity to dispute the issue.  If you receive a phone call or email indicating 
immediate action must be taken, be on notice that this could be a scam.

A romance scam is when a fraudster pretends romantic interest to swindle money 
from an unsuspecting user.  Women over fifty-years old are particularly targeted 
in this type of scam.  The fraudster may take months or longer to gain your trust.

Have you ever seen a pop-up on your computer that indicates your device is 
infected with a virus or malware?  Be aware not to click on these.  Doing so may 
install the virus.

In this type of scam, the email address of the buyer/seller or real estate agent has 
been compromised and when instructions for wiring funds are sent, banking data 
is compromised.  If you are closing on a real estate transaction, be sure to pick 
up the phone and call your attorney to confirm that the information you receive 
to wire funds is correct.

An individual or a company is impersonated to gain access to data or personal 
information.  Some prime examples of companies that are impersonated include 
Amazon, FedEx, UPS, and financial institutions looking to get your banking 
information.

This could include cash, cars, and/or vacations.  Be wary, particularly of anyone 
looking for up-front payments.

ROMANCE SCAM

TECH-SUPPORT SCAM

REAL ESTATE SCAM 

IMPERSONATION SCAM 

PRIZE SCAM

IRS SCAM
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This quarterly newsletter is intended for information purposes only. Articles, graphs, charts and discussions should not be construed as specific 
investment advice. Individuals should personally consult with a financial professional to review their own specific situation in light of any 
information discussed here. Cabot is not under any obligation to update the information and while every attempt is made to insure that it 
is accurate, we are not responsible for misstatements or inaccuracies. This quarterly is intended for dissemination in the United States and 
is not intended for circulation elsewhere. It is important to note that any performance reporting or implied performance is not indicative of 
future results. Investments are not insured and may lose value. Asset allocation and diversification does not protect against loss. For complete 
disclosures, please contact us at (800) 888-6468 or info@ecabot.com to receive a copy of our Form ADV and privacy statement.

Salem State University Building Project

Blog

An Evening Event with the Cabot Team

Please join us at the historic Hawthorne Hotel in Salem, Massachusetts. The night will include drinks and hors d'oeuvres 
along with several presentations that will focus on current economic events and relevant wealth management topics. 

Thursday, September 15, 2022 | 6PM-9PM

Governor Charlie Baker announced at Salem State University that SSU will receive $30 million for their transformational 
building project. Rob Lutts, Chair of the SSU Board of Trustees was present, pictured below, along with: (L-R) Governor 
Charlie Baker, Senator Joan Lovely, Rob Lutts, SSU President John D. Keenan, Lieutenant Governor Karyn Polito, Paul 
Mattera (SSU Trustee), State Representative Jamie Belsito, and State Representative Paul Tucker. 

The project, titled "SSU BOLD" 
is a campus unification and 
modernization project. Governor 
Baker stated that “The overarching 
goal of these investments is to 
modernize campus facilities to 
support STEM instruction, ensuring 
students graduate from college with 
skills to be ready to compete in 
high-demand fields.”

Source:
https://www.salemstate.edu/news/governor-baker-announces-30-million-commitment-salem-state-universitys-transformational-building-project-ssu-bold-apr-13-2022

For further details visit our events page on our website: 
www.eCabot.com/events or call us at 800-888-6468. 

Invitation to follow.

Limited Seating. 
RSVP Online Today!
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